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Explicit references to the rainbow in the OT occur only in Gen 9:13,14,16, 
and Ezek 1:28. While rainbow imagery (i.e., iridescence) is explicit in Ezek 1, 
one also finds it implicit not only in chapter 1 but also elsewhere in Ezekiel, 
shimmering beneath the surface of the text in all of its multicolored splendor. 
In this article, I will review the explicit iridescent imagery in Ezekiel and 
investigate such implicit imagery elsewhere in Ezekiel.' Further, I will explore 
the broader context of Ezekiel's iridescent imagery elsewhere in order to help 
explain why such imagery is relatively rare in the OT and NT. 
Exekiel's Exp&cit Iridescent Imagery 
The explicit use of iridescent imagery occurs in only one place in Ezekiel. In 
Ezek 1, the prophet has an extraordulary, scintillating visionary experience of 
the glory2 of the LORD by the Chebar River (1:l; cf. 8:4 and 43:3). Ezekiel 
begins his visionary description this way: "As I looked, behold, a storm wind 
was coming from the north, a great cloud with fire flashing forth continually 
and a bright light around it [3+90 i5 m$l], and in its midst something like 
glowing metal in the midst of the frre" (1 :4).3 Ezekiel's description subsequently 
moves inward as he describes, first, the four living creatures (w. 5-12,14,23- 
24), then the burning coals of fire that flash forth lightning within the living 
creatures (v. 13), the mysterious wheels filled with eyes (w. 14-20), the 
firmament above the living creatures (v. 22), the throne above the firmament 
(v. 26), and, finally, the being on the throne (w. 26-27). 
Ezekiel, consequently, sees a brightness or radiance surrounding the being 
upon the throne (1:27: rqp i5 ~ ~ j 1 ) . ~  He then describes further how this 
radiance appeared: "Like the bow [nwp?] in a cloud on a rainy day, such was 
the appearance of the splendor [z#;?] all around" (1:28a). The Hebrew word for 
'I am unaware of any published research that specifically analyzes in detail the topic 
of iridescence in Ezekiel. 
*For the purposes of this article, I have decided not to capitalize "glory" unless a 
quoted source has done so. 
3The text is taken from the NASB. Unless otherwise indicated, however, all English 
translations of the Hebrew OT and Greek NT are taken from the NRSV. 
'Moshe Greenberg argues that this radiance surrounds the entire figure on the throne, 
instead of just the lower description of this being (EpkieI 1-20: A New Tramkafion with 
Intmduction and Commcntq, AB 22 [Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1983],50-51). 
"bow" in this text (nwp) occurs numerous times in the OT and normally refers 
to the bow of an archer.' The meaning of "rainbow," however, occurs in 
Ezekiel only here (cf. 39:3,9); elsewhere in the OT it occurs only in Gen 9:13, 
14, and 16.6 Thus this passage is the only explicit place where the prophet 
Ezekiel compares the radiance (azj) surrounding the being on the throne to a 
rainbow (nwp).' 
It is important to note what the rest of Ezek 1:28 says. The whole verse 
reads: "Like the bow in a cloud on a rainy day, such was the appearance of the 
splendor all around. This was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of the 
LORD. When I saw it, I fell on my face, and I heard the voice of someone 
speaking." But what precisely does the "likeness of the glory of the LORD" 
encompass? Though it may appear so at &st glance, the reference to "the 
likeness of the glory of the LORD" does not refer solely to rainbow imagery. 
Rather, it refers to the entire description in Ezek 1:26b-28a, where the vision 
zeroes in on the being on the throne and the surrounding radian~e.~ One h d s  
confirmation for this when one notices that in other texts in Ezekiel the glory 
is more than a radiance and would appear to include the celestial being that 
Ezekiel saw on the throne in chapter 1 .9 
'CE, e.g., Gen 27:3; 48:22; 49:24; Josh 2412; 1 Sam 24; 18:4; 2 Sam I:=, 2235; 1 Kgs 
2234; 2 Kgs 6:22. 
6Aron Pinkas is dearly wrong when he states that the reference to the bow in??] 
in Ezek 39:9 is "in the context of the rainbow" ("The Lord's Bow in Habakkuk 3,9a," 
Bib 84 [2003]: 417); there is no rainbow in that context. 
'To Ezekiel, the radiance is not a rainbow; rather, it is like the appearance (nelnq) 
of a rainbow (1:28). Cf. the Akkadian concepts of mehmu and puf(g)&()~ in theit 
association with sparkling and even iridescent imagery. The classic article on this is by 
A. L. Oppenheim, "Akkadian puI(u)Q(t)u and meh~rnu,'~ JAOS 63 (1 943): 31-34. More 
recently, see Nahum M. Waldman, "A Note on Ezekiel l:l8," JBL 103 (1984): 614-61 8. 
For the relationship of mekammu to the (rain)bow, see Elena Cassin, La Jplendur divine: 
Introdudion a f'itud de Ibmentahtimisopotamrenne, Civilisations et SociCt6s 8 (Paris: Mouton, 
1968), 1 18; and George E. Mendenhall, The Tenth Generation: The On$s ofthe Bib&cal 
Tradtion (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973), 32-66. See also Moshe 
Weinfeld, "Divine Intervention in War in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East," 
in Histoy, HHistograpby and Inte@retation: Studies in BibJcaland Cuneifom Liferatures, ed. H .  
Tadmor and M. Weinfeld (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1983), 121-147. 
'Greenberg, 51, asserts that the glory is the human figure "with the elements of baSma4 
fire and radiance." For the uncertainty expressed over the extent of this phrase, see Walther 
Zirnmerli, ExekieI I: A Cmmentq on the Book f the Prophet Eqkie1 Ch@tm 1-24, 
Hermeneia, trans. by Ronald E. Clements, ed. by Frank Moore Cross and Klaus Baltzer 
with the assistance of Leonard Jay Greenspoon (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979), 124. 
9Cf., e.g., Ezek 1:2&2:1; 8:l-4; 43:2-3. Later some Jews believed that the rainbow- 
like radiance itself was the full physical manifestation of the glory of the LORD, and thus 
they felt that one should fall prostrate whenever one saw a rainbow, just as Ezekiel had 
fden  prostrate before the glory. See b. Ber. 59a and the discussion in David J. Halperin, 
The Faces Ofthe Chariot: E a r -  Jetvish Reponm to E~ekeI's ViJion, TSAJ 1 6 (Tiibingen: Mohr 
Exekiel's Imphit Iridescent Imagery 
The iridescent imagery explicitly found in Ezek 1:28 is implicit elsewhere in 
Ezekiel. In Ezek 1:4, quoted above, the prophet describes the bright light or 
radiance surrounding the great cloud (I->? i5 ~231). The language is similar to 
Ezekiel's description of the radiance surrounding the being on the throne in 
1:28. Notice the parallels in the following table: 
Table 1 
Radiance Imagery in Ezek 1:4 and 1:27-28 
I Ezek 1:4 I Ezek 1:27-28 
The terms do not occur in the same order, and there is not an exact one- 
to-one correspondence with some of the terms. Nevertheless, the clustering of 
these terms in close affinity to each other w i t h  their respective contexts leads 
one to conclude that since Ezekiel has compared the brightness (n~j) to 
iridescent imagery (nw?) in 1:27-28, this brightness is the same brightness (nlj) 
that occurs for the first time in 1:4.1° In other words, I would suggest that the 
rainbow imagery in 1:27-28 is implicit in 1:4.11 







"Greenberg states that the radiance in v. 4 is "spoken [of] in terms identical to 
those of our passage [vs. 271" (Exekel1-20,50). William H. Brownlee suggests that 1 :4b 
is "anticipatory of w. 26-28" (Exekef 1-19, WBC 28 [Waco: Word, 1986],11). 













"F. Field cites the enigmatic "Hebrew" (6 'Eppaioc) in Origen's Hexapla on Ezek 
14: $65 y&p iv p & ~ y  ahou,  (SC 8paoq iplGo~ ("For there was a hght in the middle 
of it, as the appearance of a rainbow" [my translation]; text in F. Field, Ongtnis 
Hexaploorum quae sllpersmf; sive vetemm intepretm graecofum in toturn vetus testamentum 
fragmcnta [Oxford: Clarendon, 1875; reprint ed., Hildesheirn, Germany: Georg Olms, 
1964],2:769). Here the ;*la has become the @ 6 ~ ,  and the latter assumes the appearance 
of the I p i ~  (rainbow), showing that the interpretation advanced here is not new, but 
ancient. Cf. also Halperin, Face$, 526. 
I??= 
ns l  
3 . 2 ~  
we 
k ~ r l  
The word 82) occurs in only one place in Ezekiel outside of chapter 1 .I2 In 
Ezek 10:4, the prophet observes the movement of the glory of the LORD: 
"Then the glory of the LORD rose up from the cherub to the threshold of the 
house; the house was filled with the cloud, and the court [-+yg was full of the 
brightness [a~j] of the glory of the LORD." The court filled with the brightness 
of the glory of the LORD in 10:4 is the inner court, since Ezekiel explicitly refers 
to the inner court in the previous verse and the outer court in the next verse. 
A distinction appears to be made between the cloud and the brightness: if, as 
in 1:4, the brightness (82)) surrounds the cloud,13 this would provide a parallel 
to 10:4 and help to explain why the brightness is in the inner court, while the 
cloud £ills the house. Another observation is that the cloud is not identical with 
the glory of the LORD, for while the cloud fills the house/temple, the glory 
remains at the threshold (cf. 10:18). It appears that while the glory is at the 
threshold of the temple, the surrounding cloud fills the temple and the 
brightness of the glory fills the inner court.14 
It may be that in 10:4 Ezekiel is describing two related aspects of the same 
enveloping phenomena around the glory of the LORD, i.e., the cloud on the one 
hand (on one side of the threshold) and the brightness of the glory on the other 
hand (on the other side of the thresh~ld).'~ In any case, this brightness or 
For a brief discussion of "the Hebrew translator," see Karen H. Jobes and Moists 
Silva, Invilation to the S@na@nt (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2000), 42. See also Natalio 
Femgndez Matcos, The Septnagint in Contexk A n  Introduction to the Gnek Vetions ofthe 
Bible, trans. Wilfred G. E. Watson (Boston: Brill, 2001), 161-163; and cf. Bas ter Haar 
Romeny, "'Quis Sit 6 Z6pwy Revisited," in Origsn's Hexapb andFragments: Papers Presented 
at the Rich Seminm on tbe Hexqblb, Oxjord Centre for H e h w  and Jem3h Stndes, 25th Jnk3rd  
Ang~s t  1994, ed. Alison Salvesen, Texte nnd Studen p Antiken Jnaknhm, no. 58 
(Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1998), 374-375 and 397-398. 
I2In Ezekiel, it occurs in 1 :4, 13,27-28, and 10:4. I will discuss 1:13 later in this 
article. 
'The cloud here is not the same as the storm cloud in 1:4. The relation of the 
brightness to the cloud in both texts, however, may be parallel. See Daniel I. Block, Tbe 
Book ofExekeP Chapters 1-24, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 320. 
14Cf. the description in Sir 50:s-7 of the exit of the High Priest Simon I1 from the 
"house of the curtain" (ol~ou ~aranctdraproc) into the court, where he is described as 
a "rainbow gleaming in splendid clouds [t$ov @riCov iv v c ~ A a r ~  56&] (NRSV)." 
On the use of Greek as a starting point for the exegesis of Sirach, see the recent analysis 
by Jan Liesen, Fnll ofPraisc: A n  Exegeticaf S tnb  $Sir 39, 12-31, JSJSup 64 (Leiden: BriU, 
2000), 19-20. 
' m e  glory of the LORD fills the tabernacle/temple/house in Exod 4034-35, 2 Chr 7:1- 
2, and Ezek 43:s and 444 (cf. Isa 6:l [UCXJ; Rev 158). On the other hand, the cloud fills the 
ternple/house in 1 Kgs &lo-1 1 and 2 Chr 513-14. It is in these latter texts, however, that the 
cloud is explicidy equated with the glory of the LORD (see, e.g., 1 Kgs &lo-11: "And when 
the priests came out of the holy place, a cloud filled the house of the LORD, so that the 
priests could not stand to minister because of the cloud; for the glory of the LORD filled 
the house of the LORD'?. See also reference to the glory of the LORD appearing in the 
radiance of the glory of the LORD can be none other than that which Ezekiel 
saw by the Chebar River (1:27-28), for the language is virtually the same; the 
rainbow-like radiance filled the inner 
Another implicit reference to the iridescent, rainbow-like radiance of the 
glory of the LORD occurs in Ezek 43:2, even though the term rn2j is absent. 
There Ezekiel describes the glory of the LORD shining or illuminating the earth: 
"And there, the glory of the God of Israel was coming from the east; the sound 
was like the sound of mighty waters; and the earth shone with his glory 
[iii?n qw;r  ppJ." Despite the lack of the term nJj, Ezekiel describes the 
return of the glory in terms of light imagery. Additionally, Ezekiel identifies 
what he sees here with what he had seen earlier by the River Chebar (43:3). 
Further, his response of prostration to this vision of glory mirrors his visionary 
experience by the Chebar (43:3; cf. 1:28).17 While the glory that enlightens the 
earth in 43:2 is not narrowly focused on iridescence (cf. 1:26-28), it does 
include that imagery. 
The results of this initial survey of Ezekiel are rather narrow," yet they are 
significant. Within the overall context of Ezekiel, the radiance of the glory of 
the God of Israel includes not only the explicit rainbow-like brightness he saw 
in 1:27-28, but also the implicit, iridescent radiance that he saw in 1:4 and 10:4 
and that he included in 43:2.19 Several other texts that refer to the glory of the 
(pillar ot) cloud in Exod l6:lO (cf. Exod 241 6; Num 1642; 2 Macc 28). It seems that Ezekiel 
is not ma+ the same kind of exact identification between the cloud and the glory. 
One should also note the presence of the LORD in the pillar of cloud and fire (cf. 
Exod 13:21; 1424; 345; Num 11:25; 125; 1414; Lev 16:2; Deut 31:15; Ps 99:7). 
According to Sir 244, it was Wisdom that had its throne in the pillar of cloud. The pillar 
of cloud was sometimes called simply "the cloud" (Exod 1420; 345; 4034-38; Num 
9:15-22; 10:ll-12; 10:34; 1210; 1414; 16:42; Ps 78:14; 105:39; 1 Cor 10:l-2; Wis 19:7), 
and it was from this cloud that the glory of the LORD sometimes appeared (Exod 16: 10). 
Exod 40:38 describes the pillar of fire as the (pillar ot) cloud with fire in it by night, 
while Num 9:15 (cf. v. 21) describes the (pillar of) cloud having the appearance of fire 
during the night. Is it possible that the juxtaposition of the cloud and the glory of the 
LORD in these texts implies an iridescent radiance as in Ezekiel? 
16Since Ezekiel ties the rainbow-like radiance to the glory of the LORD in 1:27-28, 
the radiance of the glory of the LORD in 10:4 can be none other than what 1:28 refers 
to. See Block, E @ Y ~  Chapters l-Z4,32l, n. 33. 
"Block compares the intense glory of 43:2 to the light and fire motif in 1 :4 and 13 
(The Book ofExe&eL. Chapters 25-48, NICOT [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 19981,579). 
"See below for the discussion of the w# in Ezek 1:13. 
19Richard M. Davidson suggests that the overall structure of the book of Ezekiel 
is important for understanding God's glory returning to the temple ("The Chiastic 
Literary Structure of the Book of Ezekiel," in To Un&rstand the Script~res: Ewys  in Honor 
o f  Wikam H. Shea, ed. David Merling [Bemen Springs, MI: Institute of Archaeology, 
Siegfried H. Horn Archaeological Museum, Andrews University, 1997],71-94). I wish 
to thank J i .  Moskala for drawing my attention to this article. 
LORD as seen initially in Ezekiel's Chebar vision-but without mentioning its 
splendor or radiant quality-would also itllp&cit/y include the rainbow-like 
radiance, unless otherwise quahfied as in 10:4.20 Despite the paucity of texts, 
particularly explicit ones, the significance of the iridescent glory in Ezek 1 and 
its reverberations throughout the work cannot be dismissed. 
Possibh Itiakscent Imagety Behind 
the Text ofExek 91 
It is possible that iridescence in Ezekiel may not be limited to the texts we have 
thus far explored. Margaret Barker has provocatively suggested that another 
reference to iridescent imagery occurs in the Hebrew Vorhge of the LXX 
version of Ezek 9:2.21 There the prophet sees six men approach and stand 
beside the bronze altar. Among these men, however, is one who is "clothed in 
linen, with a writing case [@;r p~l;  iterally, 'a scribe's writing case/palette'j 
at his side." But the LXX of this text is radically different: the "Man in Linen" 
is instead a man clothed in a long robe ( k v & 6 ~ 3 ~  no6Gpq). Further, the LXX 
says he has a lapis lazuli22 ceremonial belt/sashB at his waist (Ccjvq oan&ipou 
20See 3:12, 23 (notice Ezekiel falls prostrate again); 8:4; 9:3; 10:18-19; 11:22-23; 
43:2-5; and 444. 
"Margaret Barker, The Revekdon ofJesxr ChFJ: Wkh  God Gave to Him to Show to His 
Sewan& What Mmt Soon Take PlbcG (RCye&n 1. I )  (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 2000), 268-269. 
22a&n@ipo~ does not refer to our modem "sapphire" (blue corundum), as found 
in many modern translations (cf. the NASB, NIV, and NRSV on Exod 2410). Walter 
Schumann observes that from antiquity until as late as the Middle Ages "the name 
sapphire was understood to mean what is today described as lapis lazuli" (Gemstones of 
the World trans. Evelyne Stern [New York: Sterling, 19771, 86); cf. DBAG, s.v. 
"aan$ipo~"; LTJ, S.V. "aanc#dpo~"; John S. Harris, "An Introduction to the Study of 
Personal Omarnents of Precious, Semi-Precious and Imitation Stones Used Throughout 
Biblical History," ALUOS 4 (1962-1963), 69-70; idem, "The Stones of the High Priest's 
Breastplate," ALUOS 52 (1963-1965), 52, where he states: "So strong are the arguments 
concerning the relation of the ancient name Sapphire to the mineral Lapis-Lazuli that 
little more need be added"; Mohsen Manutchehr-Danai, Dictionary 0fGem.r andGemnohgy 
[Berlin: Springer, 20001, s-v. "lapis lazuli"; H. Quiring, "Die Edelsteine kn Amtsschild 
des jiidaischen Hohenpriesters und die Herkunft ihrer Namen," Sudhofs Archivfir 
Ge~chichte derMeCf n undderNafumisenschafcn 38 (1954): 200-202; and Nahum N. Sama, 
who agrees and states that the modem sapphire "was unknown in the ancient Near East, 
. . ." (Exoh: The Tratlitiona/ Hebnw Text wi'th the New IPS Tramkazion, JPSTC 
Philadelphia: JPS, 1991], 153). See, e.g., Pliny the Eider Nat 37.1 19-120, where sappiirus 
cannot mean sapphire because it has gold flecks in it, as one finds in lapis lazuli; and 
Theophrastus Lap. 1.8; 4.23; and 6.37. Lapis lazuli is 'an attractive, massive, complex 
aggregate of several blue minerals" and "it consists chiefly of lazurite, haiiynite, which 
gives it color, also sodalite, noselite, and flecks of pyrites in a matrix of calcite" 
(Manutchehr-Danai, Dictionary, S.V. "lapis lazuli"). Its primary blue color ranges from 
azure to green to purple-blue (ibid.). 
23u Girdle" has the wrong connotation today. Since commentators typically refer 
4ni rfic 6a46oc aho3) instead of having a writing case/palette, as in the MT." 
Why are the MT and the LXX so divergent here?25 Two broad possibilities 
immediately come to mind. First, the LXX could have misunderstood the 
Hebrew.26 A. M. Honeyrnan's derisive comment that the LXX "succeeds in 
makmg nonsense of the [Hebrew] phrase" is an example of taking this 
approach.27 Alternatively, the LXX could have read different Hebrew words2' 
In this case, the LXX would not be guessing but rather translating." 
According to Barker, in the phrase r p ?  ~gb;! np?: ("and a scribe's writing 
to either the belt or sash, or to both of them as alternative translations, I have kept both 
terms in use. 
'41 take the "Man in Linen" or "Man with a Lapis Lazuli Belt/Sashm as the seventh 
person, not one of the six. See, e.g., Block, ExekieL Chapters 1-24,304; Brownlee, Exekiel 
1-19, 143; and Zimmerli, Exekiel 1,246. 
"In Ezek 10:2, the LXX translates the MT's "Man in Linen" with rbv &vdpa tbv 
iv&6u~cha t j v  orohljv ("the man clothed with the [long] robe"). In 10:6 and 7, 
however, the reference is r q  &v6€6u~6rl j v  atokjv r j v  & y h v  ("to the one clothed 
with the sacred Dong] robe") and so6 iv6~6wc6ro~ r t v  otokjv r j v  kyiav ("of the one 
clothed with the sacred pong] robe"). The terminology for this sacred dress ( t jv  atokjv 
r j v  dry iav) is the same as that found in LXX Exod 28:3-but there it is with regard to 
Aaron, the (high) priest (cf. LXX Exod 28:4: atoA&c dryiac;). But since I am exploring 
Barker's suggestion with regard to Ezek 9:2, I will not deal with those texts in this 
article. O n  the Greek in relation to the MT, see Field, Ongeni, 2:792; Halperin, Faces, 
525, n. f; Joseph Ziegler, ed., Exechiel, 2nd ed., with an appendix by Detlef Fraenkel, 
Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum Graecum 16.1 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1977), 124-125; and Zirnmerli, E~ekzell ,  226. 
'"f. Johan Lust, "A Lexicon of the Three and the Transliterations in Ezekiel," in 
Origen S Hex+ and Fragments: Papers Presented at the Rich Seminar on the Hexapla, Oxford 
Centrefor Hebrew and Jewish Studies, 25th Juh3rdAugust 1994, ed. Alison Salveson, TSAJ 
58 (Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1998), 300; Zirnmerli, Exekiei 1,224. 
"A. M. Honeyman, "The Pottery Vessels of the Old Testament," PEQ (1939): 90. 
'*Lust, "Lexicon,)' 300. 
'"or example, Robert Eisler took this route and suggested that the LXX read lop 
instead of nop ("gitj = Koioru to6 ypapparioc = ~gb;? no? im Danielkommentar des 
Hippolytos von Rom," OLZ 33 [1930]: col. 586). But Eisler's TO? appears incorrect and 
should instead be lwp, "alliance, conspiracy" ("YW?," NALOT 3:1154); the latter term 
would be understood to be in line with a related word, such as a y p ,  "ribbons, breast- 
sashes [of women]" (('D?w~," M L O T  3:ll54). The related verb is xi?, which, among 
its meanings, can mean "to tie or tie up," as in Job 38:31, and "to tie on or wear as a 
belt," as in Isa 49:l8 (see "lw?," HALOT 3:ll53-1154). In any case, lwp would not 
seem too distant from {dvq. Despite his use of TO?, this is where Eisler ended up in his 
retroversion ("gstj," col. 586; cf. W. Max Miiller, "Zwei agyptische Worter im 
Hebraischen," OLZ 3 [1900]: cols. 49-50). Cf. Lust, "Lexicon," 300; and Zimmerli, 
E~eRiel1,224. If the Greek translator had seen yo?, as Eisler suggests, he would have 
had to guess at a cognate of this word (e.g., D Y W ~ )  in order to arrive at {dvq. But this 
seems overly complex and unlikely. 
case/palette at his side" [my translation]), loo was read as T D ~  ("lapis lazuli"3q 
and no  scribe was seen. The fvst term, nog, a rare term (it occurs only in Ezek 
9:2,3, and 11 in the OT)?' was read instead as the more common word nwg 
("bow" or  "rainbow"). Thus the concept was understood to mean a rainbow 
of  lapis lazuli on  his waist and became written as Cdvq oa~&ipou id rfic 
h $ 6 0 ~  a 6 ~ 0 0 . ~ ~  
Though Barker never explains how a rainbow could turn into a belt/sash, 
her hypothesis remains intriguing. With regard to the first Hebrew term in tfus 
enigmatically translated phrase, Maximilian Ellenbogen notes that nog "has n o  
cognate in any Semitic language and the Hebrew itself does not offer any 
etymological  connection^."^^ The consensus of  scholars is that no? is a loan- 
word from the Egyptian gStj,J4 yet this is problematic in that the Egyptian S is 
frequently represented by the Hebrew w instead of  o.35 I t  is t h s  possible that 
the Egyptian word could have been transliterated into Hebrew as nw~~-bu t  
that is also the same series of  consonants as the "bow" or  "rainbow." I n  any 
qa rke r  translates it, however, as "sapphire" throughout (Revehtion, 268,269). 
3'Barker appears to be wrong when she states that the term "does not occur 
anywhere else in the Hebrew Scriptures," for the only text she has referred to in that 
paragraph is Ezek 9:2 (ibid., 268). 
32Cf. ibid. 
33Maxirnilian Ellenbogen, Foreign Wordr in the Old Testament: Their Orign and 
E ~ o l o g y  (London: Luzac & Co., 1962), 150. Though some have related the term to 
mfn?, "jar" (cf. Ernest Klein, A Comprehensive EpvolbgcaiDicfionaty ofthe Hebrew Language 
for Readers ofEngksh, foreword by Haim Rabin [New York: Macmillan, 19871, s.v. "no?"), 
Joshua Blau states that this is doubtful (On Pseudo-Comcfions in Some Semilic Languages 
(lerusalem: The Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 19701, 11 7). 
34See, e.g., Block, ExekieL Chapters 1-24,305; and G. R. Driver, Semitic Writngfmm 
Pictograph to Atphabet: The Schwkch Lectum ofthe Bn'tish Acadey, 1944, newly rev. ed., ed. 
S. A. Hopkins (London: Oxford University Press, 1976), 86, n. 10. For more detailed 
studies, see Miiller, "Zwei agyptische Worter," cols. 49-51; idem, "Agypt~lo~isch- 
Biblisches," OLZ 3 (1900): col. 328; H. Grimme, "Zu hebriischern no?," OLZ 3 (1900): 
cols. 149-150; and Eisler, "gStj," cols. 585-587. Thomas 0. Lambdin rejects Grimm's 
assignation of to the root ;rw? as "baseless" ("Egyptian Loan Words in the Old 
Testament," JAOS 73 [1953]: 154). 
35Larnbdin, "Egyptian Loan Words," 154. He concludes that "this would tend to 
show a late borrowing," ie., after c. 1200 B.C.E. (ibid.). 
36Here I follow D. M. Stec, who complained about "the all too frequent practice 
of pointing sl"n and Sin in an otherwise unpointed Hebrew text. I cannot see the reason 
for this" (review of Trambtion Technique in the Peshitta tolob: A Modelfor Evahating a Text 
Ivith Documentation fmm the Peshitla to Job, by Heidi M. Szpek, JSS 40 [1995]: 156). Cf. '5, 
1-w," HALOT 3:1301, which also notes that originally there were no diacritical marks. 
Consequently, I do not print the diacritical marks in order to more faithfully reproduce 
what the Greek translator would probably have seen. They are printed, however, when 
I refer to what other authors have said about this problem in order to be clear about 
their discussion. 
case, nog was a difficult-if not impossible-word for some Greek translators; 
Walther Zirnmerli notes in both Aquila and Theodotian's translations of ~ d o r u  
ypappaG~~, the first word is basically their attempt to transliterate "the 
unintelligible n~p."~' 
But there is another witness with regard to this textual conundrum that 
deserves attention. The Peshipa Syriac version of Ezek 9:2 also speaks of a man 
clothed in linen wearing a "sapphire" belt: 
. , m a y  r & s ~ 3  d '  imda 
("and he bound his loins with a girdle of sapphire").38 The relationship between 
the Peshga and the LXX is an incredibly complex one.39 In 1999, in his hghly 
acclaimed introduction to the Peshi~a, M. P. Weitzman implicitly accepted the 
conclusion of C. H. C o d ,  from more than a hundred years earlier, that LXX 
influence on the P e s h ~ a  was frequent in E~ekiel."~ But does this mean that 
agreements between the Peshi~a nd the LXX are not noteworthy? There has not 
been unanimity with regard to the relationshp between the Peshna and the MT 
in general, not to mention in Ezekiel. For example, at the International 
Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Stuches, M. J. Mulder, the preparer of 
the critical edition of the P e s h t ~  in Ezekiel, stated: "So, when P agrees with 
LXX, P proves to be of importance in judging MT. In such cases, we must 
proceed on the assumption that P and LXX are independent translations, and that 
they present a certain readmg as independent witnesses. This does not imply that 
agreement of P and IXX automatically points to an older text."4' Further, he 
concluded: "Every translation ought to be taken as a textual witness in its own 
"Zimmerli, Exekiei 1,224. Symmachus has T ( ~ V C L K L ~ L O V  ypa&a~ ("writing tablet 
of a writer/scribe"), while the 2d edition of Aquila has pdavo6ot~~ov  ypa+ca~ 
("inkstand of a writer/scribe7') and 6 'Eppalo~ has pdav  KaL ~ a A a p 0 ~  y p a t $ ~ a ~  ("ink 
and reed of a writer/scribe7'); see Ziegler, Exechiel, 122. 
T h e  text is taken from a critical edition of the Peshitta of Ezekiel: M. J. Mulder, 
Exekiei@art 111, fascicle 3 of The 04 Testament in Sp'acAccor&g to the Peshpa Version, ed. 
The Peshig Institute, Leiden biden:  Bd, 19851. The translation is taken from Joaquirn 
Azevedo, 'The Textual Relation of the Peshitta of Ezekiel 1-12 to MT and to the Ancient 
Versions vg' and LXX)," (Ph.D. dissertation, Andrews University, 19991,207. 
39Heidi M. Szpek, "On the Influence of the Septuagint on the Peshitta," CBQ 60 
(1998): 265. Cf. also Azevedo, "Textual Relation," 227 and 232-235. 
&M. P. Weitzman, The Syckx Version ofthe OM Testament: A n  Introduction, University 
of Cambridge Oriental Studies 56 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 68. 
Comill's work on the Peshitta is found in his Dar Buch des Propheten E~echiel(Leipzig: J. 
C. Hinrichs, 1886), 137-156. 
4'M. J. Mulder, "The Use of the Peshifta in Textual Criticism," in La Scptuagznta en h 
Invest&aaon Conteniporanea (I/ Congm de h IOSCS), ed. N. F. Marcos, Textos y Estudios 
"Cardenal Cisneros" (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Invesugaciones Cientificas, 1985), 53. 
421bid. 
Attempts t o  recogruze the value of  the Pesht ta  have continued.43 In  h s  
1988 dissertation o n  the influence o f  the LXX o n  the Peshitta in  Genesis and 
Psalms, Jerome A. Lund concluded: 
Since the caricature of S peshifta] found in secondary literature is wrong, 
students ought to be encouraged to study S as a primary source for research on 
the Bible. First, S reflects ancient understanding of the Hebrew Bible and so 
functions as a tool of exegesis. Second, a study of the techniques of translation 
used by S could prove fruitful for modem Bible translators, who face the same 
problems, linguistically and exegetically. Third, S sheds hght on the text of the 
Hebrew Bible in a primary sense. In conclusion, S needs to be studied by itself, 
as an independent and primary version of the Hebrew Scriptures. The ghost of 
the direct influence of G [LXX] on S has vanished.44 
Recently, Joaquirn Azevedo, in  his dissertation o n  the relationship o f  the 
Pesh t ta  Syriac o f  Ezek 1-12 t o  the MT and the versions, states with regard 
t o  the similar r e a l n g s  between the Peshitta and the LXX at Ezek 9:2 that "it 
is no t  strong evidence t o  support a direct relationship. They may reflect two 
independent translations based o n  a similar Hebrew text."'l Azevedo, in  fact, 
denies any possibility of  a direct relationship between the Peshitta and the 
LXX because the Peshitta of  the next verse, Ezek 9:3, is the same as 9:2 
43Cf. Mulder, who stated that with regards to Ezekiel the value of the Peshitta 
outweighs all other versions except for the LXX ("Some Remarks on the Peshitta 
Translation of the Book of Ezekiel," in The Pesh$ta: Its E a r -  Text and History.- Pqbers Read 
at the Peshi!ta SyqOositrm held at Leiden 30-31 AugM 1985, ed. P.  B. Dirksen and M. J. 
Mulder, Monographs of the Peshitta Institute Leiden, 4 Feiden: Brill, 1988],180). 
44Jerome A. Lund, "The Influence of the Septuagint on the Peshim: A Re-evaluation 
of Criteria in Light of Comparative Study of the Versions in Genesis and Psalms" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 1988), 41 8-41 9. Weitzman apparently does not 
refer to this work (the index to his work is defective [cf. on "Lund, J.," where there is only 
one referent-ne that does not refer to a work by Lund on p. 68, n. 1 I]). 
45Azevedo, "Textual Relation," 208. For instance, Ellenbogen concluded that in 
Ezek 9:2 "the Peshitta is evidently based on the LXX and does not offer any 
independent evidence" (Foreign Word, 150). But one cannot assume dependence based 
simply on agreement. Cf. Mulder, "Einige Beobachtungen zum Peschittatext von 
Ezechiel in seinen Beziehungen zum masoretischen Text, zur Septuaginta und zum 
Targum," in Salvaci6n en kz Pakzbra: TalgueDeras&Berith (En memoria delprofessor 
Afqandro Die? Macho), ed. D. Muiioz Leon (Madrid: Consejo de Investigaciones 
Cientificas, 1986), 463-470. Lund concludes: "In the past, the direct influence of the 
LXX on the P peshitta] has been grossly exaggerated" ("Grecisms in the Peshitta 
Psalms," in The Peshitta as a Transkztion: Papers Read at the II Peshitta Jjqbosium Held at 
Leiden 19-21 A~lgust 1993, ed. P. B. Dirksen and A. van der Kooij, Monographs of the 
Peshitta Institute Leiden, 8 [Leiden: Brill, 19951, 102). Cf. Szpek, who concludes that 
congruent readings between the Peshitta and the LXX can no longer be simply 
attributed to direct dependence of the former on the latter ("Influence," 265). 
(;~vT)v-with no reference to the lapis lazuli.46 Azevedo concludes that this is 
"strong evidence for an independence of translation" between the Peshitta and 
the LXX in E~ekiel.~' The fact that the Peshitta of 9:2,3, and 11 mirrors the 
MT in referring to the linen clothing of this being (MT = o9t.r;l [9:2]; o v ; ?  [9:3, 
111; Peshipa = d w [9:2,3, Ill), while in all three verses the LXX refers Z 
instead to hls long robe (lrdilpq),@ might fwther support such a conclusion. 
But even this conclusion-that apparent, nonconsistent use of the LXX by the 
Peshtta shows independence-has been countered by Weitzman. He 
concluded that "it is wrong to argue that, because P's translator has not 
followed LXX consistently, he was not influenced by L X X  at all," for "tlus is 
in fact typical of the way that P's translators used LXX."49 Again, on the other 
hand, if the Peshica did indeed consult and utilize the LXX here in its 
translation, it may have been because the LXX translation simply made sense.50 
Azevedo ultimately concludes with the following points about the relation 
of the Peshl~a of Ezek 1-12 to the MT and the versions that impact this study: 
its Vorhge was a Hebrew text similar to the MT5'; it smooths the text, and while 
doing so, it adds words to clarify (not modify), rarely omitting any portion of 
the text (here he mentions one example of omission being nnn2 mo;r nop1 in 
9:2, 3, and l152); it has "no direct relationship" with the LXX "except when 
they share the same translation techniques and when coincidence is in play"53; 
despite any similarities to other versions of Ezek 1-12, it is an independent 
translations4; and it is "useful as a tool in textual criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 
for it is a valuable witness of a Hebrew consonantal text very similar to [M?) ."55 
I would disagree with Azevedo that the Peshipa of Ezek 9:2, 3, and 11 
omits the phrase rmn3 7902 nogr found in the MT. For one h g ,  that Hebrew 
46Azevedo, "Textual Relation," 209. 
471bid. Azevedo also believes that there is strong evidence that there was a single 
translator for Ezek 9 (ibid., 205,220). 
Ezek 92, Aquila has i ca ip~ ta ,  Symmachus has Aiva, and Theodotion has @66iv, 
while in 9:11 the same translations occur, but with the articles (ie., rh  i<clip~ra, rh  Aiva, and 
tb  b66iv); cf. Ziegler, ExechieI, 122 and 124; and Field, Orignis, 2790 and 792. 
4%Jeitzman, Wac,  79. 
"Cf. ibid., 36-43,61-62. 
5'Azevedo, "Textual Relation," 323. 
521bid., 324. 
S31bid., 325. Cf. Emanuel Tov, The Text-Critical Use of the Stpt~agint in Bibkcal 
Research, 2d ed., rev. and enlarged (Jerusalem: Sirnor, 1997), 188. 
54~zevedo, "Textual Relation," 326. 
"Ibid. Cf., however, Tov, who states that the close relationship between the 
Peshitta and the LXX was often the result of common exegetical traditions, and "by 
definition, these common traditions have no bearing on the issue of the Hebrew text 
presupposed by the versions" (Text-Critical Use, 188). 
phrase does not occur in 9:ll; there it is only qn?? ~ 3 . ' ~  But I would further 
suggest that the Peshitta has not omitted what its Hebrew text has. When the 
Peshitta and LXX of Ezek 9:2 speak of a "belt of sapphrre /lapis lazuli," one 
could reasonably hypothesize that they both read the Hebrew words as 350 and 
nu? without the Peshitta necessarily depending on the LXX for its tran~lation.'~ 
In any case, both the Peshi~a nd the LXX are translated in a similar manner 
with regard to the clothing of the man in Ezek 9:2. The relationship between the 
Peshi~a nd the LXX is full of intriguing possibilities. Nevertheless, while it might 
be possible that a different Hebrew Vorhge than the MT was behind the Peshiga's 
translation,% it appears nevertheless difficult to prove such a hypothesis in this 
case, since there are so many complex factors and text-critical possibilities 
involved. Thus, while the Peshi~a provides a fascinating comparison to the LXX 
in Ezek 9, one cannot be certain that the Peshi~a evidence is the result of a 
different Hebrew Vorhge than one finds in the MT. 
Consequently, it is most prudent to rest any possibility of an iridescent 
background in Ezek 9 prirnanly on the realities of the Greek text. With regard 
to the LXX translation of the Hebrew into Cd~q ("belt," "sash"), one should 
start with the possibility of actual translation, if a case can be made for that, 
rather than jump to the conclusion that the result is nonsense. Now the 
1~o64pqc ('long robe") clothing the key figure in 9:2 is what appears in the LXX 
instead of the 0 ~ 3  ("'white linen") in the MT. As an article or type of clothing, 
13 refers to priestly attire (Exod 28:42; 39:28; Lev 6:lO; 16:4,23,32; 1 Sam 2:18; 
22:18; 2 Sam 6:14 [despite its being on David; see the next verse]; and 1 Chr 
15:27); the other texts in which this Hebrew term occurs, refer to visionary 
beings or heavenly messengers (Ezek 9:2,3,11; 10:2,6,7; Dan 10:s; and 12:6, 
7).59 ao64pq~ typically suggests high-priestly irnagery,6' and we can conclude 
that the translator saw the 0-73 as a high-priestly clothing image (cf. Lev 164, 
"Azevedo says that the relative clause mnna mo;l YWH in the MT of 9:11 is the 
"same phrase" as in 9:2 and 3, but this is not correct. The phrase that occurs in those two 
verses is l*)nn> loon mpl, a fact which even he acknowledges ("Textual Relation," 220). 
"With regard to Genesis and Psalms (but not Ezekiel), this is also the conclusion 
of Lund, "The Influence of the Septuagint on the Peshipa: A Re-evaluation of Criteria 
in Light of Comparative Study of the Versions in Genesis and Psalms" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 1988), 46,416. 
"See Weitzman, Syn'ac, 83-84. 
59Cf. "111 12," HALOT 1:109. 
601t refers to the attire of the hrgh priest in Exod 25:7; 28:4,31; 29:5; 35:9; Zech 3:4; 
Wis l8:24; and Sir 45:8. The only place where priestly imagery is not explicitly present is in 
Sir 27:8. Cf. Let. Aris. 96; Josephus Ant. 3.1 53-1 54,159; J. IF5: 5.231; and Philo A&g. Intep. 
2.56. David E. Aune states that the term in all of its twelve occurrences "always refers to 
a garment worn by the &h priest" (including Sir 27:8) but denies that it can be understood 
in a technical sense, because it translates five different Hebrew words (Revelbabn 1-5, WBC 
52A [Dallas: Word, 1997],93). The only place it translates 17 is in Ezekiel. 
23, 32)61 and u h e d  another high-priestly clothing image. 
But why would (dull show up in the text? The Cdvq, the common belt 
(cf., e.g., 1 Kgs 2:5; Ps 108:19 FIT 109:19]; Isa 5:27), frequently appears as 
another piece of priestly clothing, the priestly belt or ceremonial sash (Exod 
28:4, 39-40; 29:9; 3636 WT 39:39]; Lev 8:7, 13; 16:4).62 AS such, it was 
multicolored (Exod 36:36 WT 39:29]; cf. 28:39) and woven like the 
multicolored screens (~pp) at the entrance to the court and the taberna~le .~~ 
Could it be that the polychromatic64 nature of the C6vq was the reason for 
using the term in Ezek 9:2, 3, and l l ?  If the translator saw nop, one could 
reasonably assume he would have had to be guessing to arrive at CGjvq. If, on 
the other hand, the translator saw nwp, understandmg it as a rainbow would 
provide a link to the polychromatic This latter possibility would provide 
the basis for the assumption that the translator was not translating what 
appeared to be unintelligible, but was rather attempting to translate the visual 
concept of the nwp into a context that was understood to refer to high-priestly 
clothing.66 In other words, the LXX translator was attempting to make sense 
6'0n the basis of this term, Ka Leung Wong describes the Man in Linen as a 
"priestly figure" (The Ida ofRitn'bution in the Book ofExeKe/, VTSup 87 (Leiden: Brill, 
2001],175, and the literature he cites there in support). 
62Cf. Josephus Ant. 3.1 54, 159,171,185; J. W. 5.232. 
6 3 0 p  ;l@n ("the work of a weaver," NASB) occurs in Exod 26:36 (screen of 
tabernacle); 27:16 (screen of the court); 28:39 (priestly belt/sash); 36:37 FXX 37:5] 
(screen of tabernacle); 38:18 FXX 37:16] (screen of court); and 39:29 36:36] 
(priestly belt/sash). C f. Josephus 1. W. 5.232. 
64Here I differentiate polychromatism from iridescence in that the former refers 
simply to a variety or change of colors (i.e., something that is multicolored), while the 
latter also includes the glowing and often brilliant play of light, or the subtle shifts in 
shades and hues, that one fmds in a prism or a rainbow. 
651n his commentary on Daniel, Hippolytus of Rome (died c. 235) alluded to both 
Ezek 9:2 (by using rb ~ & a r u  ro6 ypappar6w~; cf. ~ & o r u  ypapparios in both Aquila's 
and Theodotian's versions) and Dan 10:5 (by using W66rv and iv6~6upiv0~; cf. 
Theodotian's version) and understood them to refer to Jesus Christ (cf. Hippolytus 
Comm. Dan. 4.36.1 1-13 and 56.1 1-12, text quoted from Hjbpo&: Kommcntmp Dame4 ed. 
Georg Nathanael Bonwetsch, 2d rev. ed. by Marcel Richard, in H#poht Werke: Erster 
Bank Erster Ted, GCS 7 [Berlin: Akademie, 2000],280,326). Cf. Joseph Ziegler, "Der 
Bibeltext im Daniel-Kommentar des Hippolyt von Rom," AJA WG 8 (1952): 190. In the 
commentary of Hippolytus, the garment referred to (psQva) is multicolored crro~~ikov); 
cf. Gen 37:3, 23, and 32. Eisler had compared ~ & o r u  to the Assyrian q&, "bow" 
(related to the Hebrew nap ["bow, rainbow"]), but he did not conclude any derivation 
("@tj," col. 587). 
660utside of Ezek 9:2,3, and 11, the terms nosfipq~ and Cdvq occur together in 
only one verse (Exod 28:4), part of a larger passage (28:4-39) mostly describing the 
clothing of the hlgh priest (cf. also 28:31 [1ro6$pq5] and 39 [Cduq]; and 29:s [~rdkq~] 
and 9 [Cdvq]). There may have been a tradition of interpreting the executioners of Ezek 
9 in lugh-priestly terms; see, e-g., the remarks of James R. Dada,  who suggests that the 
of the nmp in a context that already included ndripq~, and thus uthzed the 
Cdvq, which could easily work in a high-priestly context that included 
polychromatic imagery. 
This leaves us with U&TT&LPOS. Outside of our text and the problematic 
Ezek 28:13, u&n&ipog translates TBQ (Exod 24:lO; 28:18; 36:18 W T  39:llI; 
Job 28:6, 16; Sol 5:14; Isa 54:ll; Lam 4:7; Ezek 1:26; 10:l; Tob 13:16).67 
Commentators typically suggest that the LXX misread or confused the 
Hebrew.68 Azevedo, however, suggests the possibility of the opposite: "the 
Hebrew word 130, 'writing, writer,' could well be a misunderstanding of an 
unvocalized text containing the word mo,  lapiz [sic] lazuli' (see Exod 24:10)."69 
This is a possibihty, but again it remains conjectural. Nevertheless, it is 
reasonable to see how u & n @ ~ p o ~  might have been derived from something 
approximating 1 ~ 0 . ' ~  
What about the phrase Cdvq ooln&ipo~?~' While the words can be 
explained, can the phrase be explained? What is a "belt/sash of lapis lazuli"? 
Two possibilities suggest themselves. One would be to take the reference to 
lapis lazuh to be a synecdoche for all the actual cohrs embroidered in the priestly 
reference to the seven chief angelic princes (or, angelic high priests) in the Qumran 
liturgical work Songs ofthe Sabbath Sm@e (e.g., 44403 1 i 1-29) was inspired by "the seven 
angels in Ezek 9:l-2" (LiturgLaI Work, ECDSS 6 [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000],120). 
"Although there is no precise, sequential, one-to-one correlation between the 
stones of the MT and the LXX adorning the Tyrian king in Ezek 28:13, TDO occurs in 
the MT and a&n@ipo< occurs in the LXX. In Tobit, n o  appears in 4QpapTob" ar frg. 
18 and correlates to (J&TI+ELPOC in Tob 13:16 as found in the critical edition by Robert 
Hanhart, Tobit, Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum Graecum 8 part 5 (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1983), 173. 
68E.g., Ellenbogen, Foreign Word, 150; Honeyman, "Pottery Vessels," 90; Zirnmerli, 
E~ekiel1, 224. 
69Azevedo, "Textual Relation," 208. Cf. Richard A. Taylor, review of Transhtion 
Technique in the Peshitta to Job: A Modelfor Evaluating a Text mtb Documentation ftom the 
Peshitta to Job, by Heidi M. Szpek, JETS 39 (1 996): 343. 
701f <i)q derived from nwp, what we have in the LXX is possibly even more 
noteworthy. In Ezek 1:26-28, one finds reference in both the LXX and the MT to lapis 
lazuli (v. 26), the waist of the being on the throne (v. 27: bo+G~ [cf. 8:2; 9:2,3, and Ill), 
and a rainbow (v. 28). The terms do not have the same reference, since the lapis lazuli 
describes the throne, the waist refers to the being on the throne, and the rainbow 
describes the brightness surrounding the being. Nevertheless, it suggests that the LXX 
translator may have seen the man in 9:2 in light of the being on the throne in 1:26-28 
(so Barker, Revehhon, 269). Martha Himmelfarb suggests that the description of the glory 
of God in Ezek 1 drew on an understanding of "the hlgh priest as rainbowlike" (Ascent to 
Heaven inJewish and Christian Apoca&.res p e w  York: Oxford University Press, 1993],20). 
711f this had indeed derived from 190 nwp ("rainbow of lapis lazuli"), cf. Rev 4:3: 
t p l ~  K U K ~ ~ ~ E V  TOG 0 ~ 6 ~ 0 ~  8poioq i)p&aa upctpayG~vy ("around the throne is a 
rainbow that looks like an emerald"). 
CdVq: h C C K b ~ 0 U  K ~ r i  nop+bpa~ K c l i  K O K K ~ V O U  (Exod 36:36 [MT 39:29]: "blue, 
purple, and ~rirnson"'~).~~ Here hd~~vOoc translates the MT n h n  (as it also does 
in Ezek 27:7 and 24; cf. 16:10), whch was associated with lapis lazuli in later 
Jewish interpretati~n.'~ The LXX's maintenance of oda+apog, instead of the 
actual ~ & K L V O O <  of the Cdvq, would have been not only because of the Hebrew 
150, but because it would have also provided an allusion to the color of God's 
throne, as found in 1 :26 and 10: 1. 
Alternatively, the reference to lapis lazuh in 9:2 might allude more to 
substance than color. Again, two possibilities suggest themselves: garments of 
(lapis lazuh) stone or bodes of (lapis lazuli) stone. In Cant 5:14 the Beloved is 
described as having an ivory body (or, abdomen) encrusted with lapis lazuli 
(c~1-30 n+yn lw nwv vq~) .  Lapis lazuh ( T ~ O  / u d n $ ~ ~ p o ~ )  was one of the gems 
worn by the Israelite high priest (e.g., Exod 28:18), as well as the lung of Tyre 
(Ezek 28:13). While these are stones on a person, they do not appear to refer 
to stone gaments. 
That a stone garment is not impossible to visualize can be seen from the 
Jewish Hekhaht (from n h ~ ; l ,  "palaces") corpus, written between late antiquity 
and the early Middle Ages.75 A Hekhaht fragment from the Cairo Geniza (T.-S. 
K 21.95.C) speaks of the angelic figure known as the 'Youth," who has "a 
garment of stone" "girded on h s  loin^."'^ This would appear to be an allusion 
to something similar to the LXX translation of Ezek 9:2, with its "belt/sash of 
lapis lazuli."" In another reference to the 'Youth," found in a recension of 
72i3J, S.V. cc&Ci~1~e~~7 ' ;  c c ~ p ~ 6 p ~ ' y ;  and ' c ~ 6 ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ . 7 y  
73Cf. Himmelfarb, 62, who suggests that the purple garment of the principal angel 
Yaoel/Iaoel in Apoc. Ab. 11:3 is priestly in that it is "one of the colors of the high- 
priestly garments of Exodus 28." On the work's possible first-century-C.E. date, see Old 
Testament Pseu&p&rapha, ed. James H. Charlesworth (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 
1984), 1:683, nn. 15 and 16. 
74See b. So;ah 17a, b. Menab 43b, b. &d 89a,p. Ber. 1 :2 (3c) and the discussion in 
Halperin, Faces, 21 7-220. Midr. Ps 24: 12 (= Rub. Num 14:3) and Midr. Ps 90: 18 associate 
the blue withamong several items in nature-the rainbow, but not with lapis lazuli (cf. 
ibid., 218)! Matthew Black associates 6&~iveo< with the lapis lazuli (TDO) in Ezek 28:13 
(The Book ofEnoch or 1 Enoch:A New Enghh Edtion, SVTP 7 piden: Brill, 19851 251, n. 2). 
75James R. Davila, Descenders to the Chariot: The People behind the Hekhalot Literature, 
JSJSup 70 (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 2. 
76Quoted from James R. Davila, "Melchizedek, the Youth,' and Jesus," in The Dead 
Sea Scrolh as Background to Postbiblical Judn'sm and Ear4 Christianig: P~apers from an 
IntemationalConference at St. Andrews in 2001, ed. James R. Davila, STDJ 46 (Leiden: Brill, 
2003), 255. The same translation is found in idem, Descenders, 186. 
77See $398b (cf. S389b) of Peter Schafer's synopsis of the mystical Hekhalot corpus 
(Peter Schafer, Jynopse xur Hekhalot-Literatur, TSAJ 2 friibingen: Mohr Siebeck, l98l]), 
where the "Youth" has six men in an apparent allusion to Ezek 9:2 (Halperin, Faces, 
494). That the "Youth" enters beneath the throne of glory in $385 and $398a indicates 
an allusion to Ezek 10: 1-2 (cf. ibid., 492; Barker, Revehtion 264,269). 
Siddw Rabbab 36 in the pre-kabbalistic Jewish ShtcurQomah ("The Measurement 
of the Body") traditions, the 'Youth" is not girded in stone; rather, his "body is 
like the rainb~w"!'~ This latter statement is all the more intriguing since ShtCur 
Qomah speculation was related to interpretation of the Song $Song? and it is in 
Cant 5:14 that we have already seen lapis lazuli-with a rainbow nowhere in sight 
there. This causes one to wonder about the exegetical traditions of Jewish 
mysticism that could alternate between describing the Youth" with a body of 
lapis lazd or with one that looked lrke a rainbow--especially since these 
alternating descriptions remind us of the question of the Hebrew Vorhge of the 
LXX's translation of Ezek 9. 
Such "stone" c l o h g  is possibly found much earlier than the 
aforementioned Jewish mystical traditions. In Rev 15:6, some variants (A C 2053 
2062), whose combined attestation G. K. Beale reminds us is usually superior to 
any other combination of texts for Revelati~n,~~ state that the seven-plague angels 
exiting the heavenly temple are clothed (hd&pbo~) in lieov ("stone"), instead 
of the accepted text, hivov ("flaxn8' or "lamp w i ~ k " ~ ? . ~ ~  While this kctio dzficilior 
itself may go back to Ezek 28: 13 (TW hieov ~pqatbv ~vd i s caa~  ["you have 
bound upon yourself every ~tone"'~]), it may more likely reflect the LXX of 
Ezek 9:2, whch refers to lapis lazuli, and Dan 10:6, which refers to another 
"Man in Linen," seen by Daniel by the bank of the T ip s ,  having a body like 
"tarsh~sh"85-presumably a precious stone (wynn? 
7 8 ~ u o t e d  from Martin Samuel Cohen, The ShzcurQomah: Texts and Recensions, TSAJ 
9 (Tiibingen: Mohr [Siebeck], 1985), 41. See also the following text found in Schafer, 
$398: "His body resembles the rainbow, . . ." (quoted from Halperin, Face 405). 
79So Itharnar Gruenwald, Apocahtic and Merkavab Mysticism, AGJU 14, (Leiden: 
Brdl, 1980), 213. In Cant 7:7 (LXX 7:8), one fmds the term ;r?~p ("height/staturem), 
from which Qomab derives. 
80G. K. Beale, The Book of Revelation: A Commentary on the Greek Text, NIGTC 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 804. R. H. Charles states that the textual evidence "is 
strongly in favor of Aieov." But he then rejects it on the basis that it simply cannot be 
right (A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Revehtion ofJt. John, ICC pdinburgh: T 
& T Clark, 19201, 2.38). In a similar vein, Henry Barclay Swete rejects lieov as 
comprising an "intolerable" metaphor-"even in the Apocalypse" (The ApocaMse ofSt 
John: The Greek Text with Introduction, Notes and Indices, 3d ed. pondon: Macmillan, 191 7, 
198). While accepting that lieov is the lkcto dzrn'bor, Aune rejects it because it "makes 
no sense in the context" (Revehtion 6-16, WBC 52B [Nashville: Nelson, 19981, 854). 
"See Exod 9:31; Prov 31:13; Isa 19:9; by metonymy, the term means "linen" (Deut 
22: 1 1 ; Pss. Sol: 8:s [?I). 
"'See Isa 42:3; 43:17; Pss. Sol 8:5 (?); Matt 12:20. 
83Beale, 804-805, mounts a defense of t h s  bctio dz$;n'bor in Revehtion, 804-805. 
84My translation. 
851 have left the Hebrew untranslated. Both the LXX and Theodotion left it that 
way as well and simply transliterated it (Qcrpa~~). English translations vary: e.g., the 
NASV and the NRSV translate it here as "beryl," while the NIV translates it as 
Another text like Dan  10:6 that describes a being with a stone bo4  is the 
Apoca&se $Abraham, w h c h  refers to  the principal angel Yaoel having a body 
of  "sapphre" ( I I :~) ."  In  this latter text, the reference might be a reflection o f  
Exod 24:lO and Ezek 1 :26 and 10:l (alludmg to the material nature o f  God's 
throne).88 But  the lapis lazuh c l o h g  of  the Man in Linen in the LXX of Ezek 
"chrysolite." pi*w?n as a stone appears in Exod 28:20; 39:13; Cant 514; Ezek 1:16; 10:'); 
and 28:13. The LXX translates it as X ~ U U ~ L L ~ O ~  ("chrysolite" or "beryl') in Exod 28:20 
and 36:20 [MT 39: 131, Bapa~c in Cant 5: 14 and Ezek 1 : 16, and &vepaS ("turquoise" Dl) 
in Ezek 10:9 (the translation of this latter term, which typically means "coal" [cf. Isa 6:6; 
Ezek 1:13] is unsure; cf. Exod 28:18; 36:18 WT 39:llI; Isa 54:ll; Sir 325; Tob 13:17); 
the MT and the LXX in Ezek 28:13 do not agree. 
Not all LXX mss. translated the term alike. Pap. 967 translates it as eaL&aaq< 
("sea"), which Chtistopher Rowland notes ("A Man Clothed in Linen: Daniel lO.6ff and 
Jewish Angel~logy,'~ JSIW 24 [1985]: 109, n. 11). Rowland, ibid., demonstrates that this 
may have been motivated by discussions concerning the color of the divine throne--blue. 
Later Jewish interpreters saw the w-wln in terms of sapphire/lapis lazuli, fire, and 
brightness (83). See Schafer, $371a, as quoted and discussed in C. R. A. Morray-Jones, 
A Tranqarent Illusion: The Dangerous Vision of Water in Hekhah Mystidsm: A Source-Cn'tical 
and Tradtion-Hisiorical Inquiy, JSJSup 59 (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 21 3. 
'%f. Beale, Revelation, 805. Another possibility, less likely in my opinion, is that 
what occurs in Revelation was mistranslated or misunderstood from the unpointed 
Hebrew ww. This word means "linen" (Gen 41:42; Exod 254; 26:1,31,36; 27:9,16,18; 
etc.), but the Aramaic form means "alabaster/marble" (pi:@ 1 Chr 29:2 PXX: n&pro~]; 
ww: Esth 1:6 [LXX: napbore ~ a i  LLOCVOLS]; Cant 515 [LXX: ppp&p~vo~]) .  Ep Jer 71 
apparently mistranslated ww into marble instead of linen, and thus one finds a reading 
that refers to the rotting (aqnopivqc) of purple and marble ( r f i ~  nop@$a~ ~ a i  r f i ~  
pappkpou), the latter being simply impossible; see the discussion in Aune, Revelbtion 6- 16, 
854. Assuming something similar happened in Revelation would possibly mean that 
Revelation was written in Aramaic, with the Aramaic author utilizing the Hebrew word, 
while the Greek translator translated the Aramaic word. See the discussion in Charles 
C. Torrey, TheApoca&ue ofJohn (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958), 141-142. In 
the Hekhalot literature, marble was often associated with variegated colors (cf. Morray- 
Jones, Tran.parent Iffusion, 36-44 and 89-1 00). 
"Several of the Old Slavonic mss. may refer to "his body (and) legs," and thus R. 
Rubinkiewicz, the author of the critical edition, states that "perhaps sapphire refers only 
to the legs or feet and a separate description of the body has been lost" ("Apocalypse 
of Abraham," in OM Testament Pseudepigrqbha, 1:694, n. 1 la). Cf. idem, LXpoca&e 
dXbraham en vieux she: Introduction, texte mtique, tradzictton et commentaire (Towarzystwo 
Naukowe Katolickiego Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego 129; Lublin, Poland: SociCtC des 
Lettres et des Sciences de YUniversitC Catholique de Lublin, 1987), 135. 
"Cf. Himmelfarb, Ascent, 62. On the possibility that the lapis lazuli in Ezek 1:26 refers 
to the tirmament and not the throne, see Morray-Jones, Tran.pmnt Ihsion, 98-100. Note 
that in its interpretation of Ezek 1, the Qumran document Second Ezekiel (44385 6 6) 
speaks of "a radiance of a chariot" (mstn ~ J J ) ,  referring to the throne of God. For text, 
translation, and discussion, see Devorah Dimant, Pmabibkcal Texts, Pad 4: Pseuh-Prophetic 
Texts, vol. 21, Qumran Cave 4, DJD 30 (Oxford: Clarendon, 2001), 43-46. 
9 must also be seriously entertained as a possible influence. 
It is also possible that the concept of  stone bodes  may be related to the 
Jewish tradition of  angelic beings being engraved on  the pedestal of  the &vine 
throne. In the Qumran Songs oftbe Sabbath Sam3fice, one reads of such beings 
(44405 19 5-7a): 
Ltne s luminous spirits. A[1]1 their [workmanshp] (is of) h[oly] 
wondrous mosaic,[ spirits ]of mingled [;.lnpn] colours,[ filgures 
of the shapes of god-like beings, engraved 
Line 6 round about their [gllorious brickwork [. (n) 51, glorious images 
of the b[ric]kwork (n)5]  of  splendour and majes[ty. ]Living 
god-hke beings (are) all their construction 
Lme 7 and the images of  their figures (are) holy angelsg9 
The figures engraved around about the glorious brickwork (hes 5-6) most 
likely refer t o  the lapis lazuh platform upon whlch the throne of God  rests 
(Exod 24:lO: rm;! n ~ ? ? ) . ~ ~ T h u s  the e angelic figures have, in essence, "bodies" 
of  lapis lazuli. A t  the same time, these (implied) lapis-lazuli bodies are situated 
in a context describing a polychromatic mosaic or  plating9' of mingled (;rn,m) 
colors (he 5)-the term m p n  later being used in another Songs oftbe Sabbath 
Sam$ce text (44405 20 ii-21-22 11) as a circumlocution for the rainbow of  Ezek 
1 :28!9* 
The concept of celestial beings "engraved" or  "attached" to the throne 
may also appear in Rev 4:6." This verse, in part, describes the four living 
creatures: Kai i v  $ay roc 8p6vou ~ a i  K ~ K A ~  ZOD O P ~ V O U  'ckoaapa (@a 
("Around the throne, and o n  each side of the throne, are four living 
creatures"). How can these four living creatures be "in the midst" of  the throne 
8?he translation is taken from the critical edition by Carol Newsom, "Shirot 'Olat 
HaShabbat," in Poeticaland Ljtutgical Texts, Part I,  ed. Emanuel Tov, vol. 6,Qumran Cave 
4, DJD 11 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1998), 341. The Hebrew is taken from ibid., 339. 
"Ibid., 340; cf. Joseph M. Baumgarten, "The Qumran Sabbath Shirot and Rabbinic 
Merkabah Traditions," RQ 13 (1988): 203; Crispin H. T. Fletcher-Louis, All The Glory 
ofAdam: LiturgicalAnthr@ohgy in the DeadSea Smllr, STDSS 42 (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 385; 
Bilhah Nitzan, "The Textual, Literary and Religious Character of 4QBerakhot (44286- 
290)," in The Provo International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolh: Technohgicai Innovations, 
New Texts, and Rejoomuhted Issues, ed. Donald W. Parry and Eugene Ulrich, STDJ 30 
(Leiden: Bra, 1999), 644. 
"The reading here is uncertain; cf. Newsom, "Shirot," 343 on 1. 5, and Davila, 
Littltgicai Works, 1 42- 143. 
92 Fletcher-Louis, Glory $Adam, 372; cf. Newsom, "Shirot," 352 on 1. 10-1 1; and 
Christopher Rowland, "The Visions of God in Apocalyptic Literature," JS] 10 (1979): 
143, n. 14. On this latter text, see also Saul M. Olyan, who sees a reference to angelic 
creatures interpreted in terms of this rainbow imagery (A Thousand Tbousandr SewedHim: 
Exegesis and the Naming ofAngelr in AncientJuaZsm, TSAJ 36 piibingen: Mohr (Siebeck), 
19931, 46). 
93So Baumgarten, "Qumran Sabbath Shitot," 204. 
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and "around" the throne? Robert G. Hall, suggesting that the text assumes that 
the throne is patterned o n  the OT tabernacle ark, concluded that one  should 
take the text just as it reads (i.e., the creatures are both in the midst o f  the 
throne and around it), with the living creatures in  the midst o f  the throne as 
conzponents of it.94 Such an interpretation would be in  line with the Jewish 
tradition of  G o d  sitting o n  a cherub throne." In  relation to  the ark in  the 
tabernacle, Josephus reports that Moses saw the two cherubim (np6aruno~ 660) 
sculpted o n  the throne of  God.% Some later Jewish interpreters understood 
that the four living creatures were components o f  the throne.97 If  such a view 
were correct in Rev 4:6, Rev 5:6a (Kcti EOGOV &v p i u y  'to3 Op6vou KCti ' t6v 
z ~ a a & p o v  (@ov ~ a i  kv p i a y  ' t6v n p ~ u P u ' t i p ~ v  dlpviov i a z q ~ b ~  ds
ia+aypivov) would make sense as the NASB translates it: "And I saw between 
the throne (with the four living creatures) and the elders a Lamb standing, as 
if slain."" Thus, with Hall's interpretation, the four living creatures would be 
parts o r  components o f  the (lapis lazuli?) throne, yet able t o  move and even 
worship the occupants o f  the throne (Rev 5:8; 19 :4) .~  I n  this sense, they would 
94Roben G. Hall, "Living Creatures in the Midst of the Throne: Another Look at 
Revelation 4.6," NTS 36 (1990): 608-613. 
95God rode or moved on a cherub (Ps 18:10 = 2 Sam 22:11). Texts that describe 
God as one who sits on (or, is enthroned on) the cherubim (e.g., O ~ ~ I T ? ; ~  awi-) would be 
related (cf. 1 Sam 4:4; 2 Sam 6:2; 2 Kgs 19:15; 1 Chr 13:6; Ps 80:l; 99:l; Isa 37:16). See the 
discussion in Mordechai Cogan, 1 Kings: A New Translbtion with Infrodudion and Commentmy, 
AB 10 (New York: Doubleday, 2001), 244. Some translations (e.g., N N ,  NKJV), however, 
translate these passages to refer to God sitting "between" the cherubim. 
96Josephus Ant. 3.137. Greek text taken fromJetvish Antiquities, Books I-IV, vol. 4 
ofJosephus, trans. by H. St. J. Thackeray, LCL (London: Heinemann, 1930), 380. See also 
the discussion in]udeanAntiquities 1-4, trans. and commentary by Louis H. Feldman, vol. 
3, FkmiusJosephus: Translbtion and Commentary, ed. Steve Mason (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 267; 
Gedaliahu G. Stroumsa, "Le Couple de 1'Ange et de 1'Esprit: Traditions juives et 
chritiennes," RB 88 (1981): 54. 
"Pirqe R EL 4 and Rab. Cant 3.10.4. See the discussion in Hall, "Living Creatures," 
610-61 1; and Beale, Revelation, 329. 
"For iv  pioq . . . iv pioy being translated as "between," see DBAG, s.v. "pioo~, 
q, ov." See also the discussion of this verse in Halperin, Faces, 89-90. He sees the "self- 
contradictory" statement here (ibid., 91) as reflecting a tension between the 
identification of the living creatures and the cherubim in Ezek 10, on the one hand, and 
the hymnic tradition of angels surrounding the throne, on the other: "as cherubim, the 
h g o t  ought to be part of God's seat (Exodus 25:18-19); as angels in the hymnic 
tradition, they ought to surround it, singing praises" (ibid., 92). 
"Hall, "Living Creatures," 612-613. Cf. Beale, Revehtion, 329. John never describes 
the material substance of the divine throne in Revelation. Yet if John is drawing on the 
understanding of the throne from Ezekiel, it would implicitly be lapis lazuli. Beale 
suggests that John's description in Rev 4:2-3 combines references to several OT texts 
that speak of lapis lazuli, including the LXX of Ezek 9:2 (Revelbtion, 320)! The word 
o&n@po~ occurs in the NT only in Rev 21:19 as the second foundation stone of the 
implicitly be understood to have "stone" bodies. 
Hall's interpretation is intriguing. Nevertheless, this interpretation of Rev 
4:6 has yet to win wide support. David E. Aune, for example, has countered 
this interpretation largely on the basis that it still seems difficult (despite what 
Hall says) to understand how component parts of the throne could prostrate 
themselves before the throne.loO But in a context in which an altar speaks (Rev 
16:7) and people become pillars in God's temple (Rev 3: 12)-the temple which 
John later denies exists in the New Jerusalem except in terms of the Lord God 
and the Lamb (Rev 21:22)-it may not be as difficult to accept, even if one 
cannot understand it completely. 
The precedtng dscussion regardtng the meaning of Ezek 9:2 (cf. w. 3,11) 
has had its share of complex possibdities and dead ends. Yet it has provided a 
possible rationale for why the LXX (cf. the Peshi~a) refers to Cdvq oau+dpou 
in comparison to the ~qb;? nOR1 one finds in the MT. It is possible, as Barker 
suggested, that the LXX translator saw nap (i.e., nwg) instead of mg. The 
iridescence of the rainbow, however, has been replaced by the polychromatic 
nature of the Cdvq. AS such, any iridescence in Ezek 9 can only be hypothesixed, 
not proven, particularly since extant versions, such as the LXX, at best 
implicitly portray simple po&hromati.rm rather than the shimmering, radiant 
nature of itihcence. Iridescence in Ezekiel, consequently, is best focused at this 
point on the explicit reference in 1:27-28 and the implicit, polychromatic 
radiance in 1:4, 10:4, and 43:2. 
The Broader Context of E xeekel's 
Itidwent Image9 
Ezekiel's rainbow imagery in association with a theophanic vision is unique in the 
OT, and in the NT only the book of Revelation can compare. John's iridescent 
references themselves in 4:3 @LC) and 10:l (4 S~LC)  are unique in that he is the 
only biblical author to use this particular Greek term for the concept of the 
rainbow. The term is absent from the rest of the NT, and when one turns to the 
OT, the only word used for the rainbow in the LXX is t6kov,1°' a word that 
walls of the New Jerusalem. On the meaning of this term here as lapis lazuli, see Robert 
H. Mounce, The Book of Revehfion, 2d ed., NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 
394. Not all are as certain about this identification, however. Cf., e.g., Robert L. Thomas, 
who states that some references refer to sapphire, while others might refer to lapis lazuli 
(Revehtion 8-22: A n  Exegetical Commnfa~y [Chicago: Moody, 1 995],47 1). 
'O0Aune, Revelation 1-5, 272. On  the other hand, Beale is more open to this 
possibility while recognizing that it has at least one problem that is not, in his opinion, 
fatal (Revehfion, 329). 
'"It is used with this definition only in Gen 9:13,14,16; and Ezek 1:28. This term 
( d f o v )  is also used in Sir 43:11 and 50:7 in reference to the rainbow. It is used once in 
Revelation (6:2), where it takes on its typical meaning of an archer's "bow." 
normally refers to an archer's bow (cf. the Hebrew nw~).'~* But one can easily 
restrict the field of vision regarding iridescent imagery if one does not understand 
the broader context of theophanic hght imagery in Jewish and Chnstian literature. 
1 Timothy 6:16 begins by saymg of God: "It is he alone who has 
immortality and dwells in unapproachable light [+Ljc o i ~ B v  &mpbirov], whom 
no one has ever seen or can see fdv &v o6tkiq &vOpdnov o&k i 6 ~ i v  
G ~ v ~ T ~ L ] . "  The latter part of this portion of the verse clarifies the earlier 
part-i.e., no one has ever seen or can see God became he dwells in 
unapproachable light. This reminds one of the imagery in Ps 104:2, where the 
psalmist describes God as "wrapped in hght as with a garment TiN- a ~ b ]  ." 
Such references to God's dwelling in light (implicit or explicit) are more 
numerous than the few in Ezekiel and Revelation that describe him surrounded 
by a rainbow or rainbow-like brightness.lo3 
One could, however, describe the rainbow imagery as a subset of 
theophanic light imagery, which encompasses such phenomena as the sun, fire, 
snow, and the rainbow, as well as such abstract terms as brilliance, radiance, 
and glory. Thus, for example, the Synoptic Gospel evangelists, when describing 
Jesus' transfiguration, described the J a m  event but with dferen t  light imagery: 
"and his face shone like the sun, and h s  clothes became dazzling white" (Matt 
17:2: ~ a i  "Eap$~v zb npbonov a6'toQ d~ b ijhioc, zh 6k iy&ria ah06 
iyivc'to ~ E U K ~  dc 'tb $65); "and h s  clothes became dazzling white, such as no 
one on earth could bleach them" (Mark 9:3: K C X ~  rh ip&z~a  hto6 kyiv~'to 
arihpov'ta ~ U K &  hiav, o h  yva@i)c h i  ~ i j ~  yijc 06 Gljvazai O ~ O G  
k u ~ b a i ) ;  and "hs clothes became as bright as a flash of lightning" (Luke 9:29 
[NIVJ: b ipa'tiop& ah06 kwc& i ~ a a t p & m ~ v ) . ' ~ ~  
The possibdity thus exists that there is a certain amount of overlap 
between various forms of such theophanic light imagery. For example, whde 
Ezek 1 :27-28 describes the rainbow-like brightness surrounding the One on the 
throne, one looks in vain for a parallel description in 1 En. 14, a passage that 
'MPerhaps John used the term l p i ~  asan accommodation to his audience; this term 
was the pagan term for the rainbow, and Josephus equates it with s$ov in his discussion 
of the Flood (Ant. 1.103). Cf. Aune, Revelaton 1-5,285-286; and Peter R. Carrell, Jesm 
and the Angeh: Angehhgy and the Christobgy ofthe Apoca&se ofJohn, SNSMS 95 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1997), 133-134. Canell reminds of the possibility that I ~ L C  
was used because it was found in a version of Ezek 1 :4 (that of d 'E@paio~) attested in 
Origen's Hexapla (ibid., 134). Another intriguing possibility is that, while the term r6Cov 
referred to the bow-shaped half-circle of the rainbow that was visible to human eyes, the 
term i p ~ ~  referred to a complete, fiery-like cirde of hght. On this, see Louis A. Brighton, 
"The Rainbow: A Sign of God's Covenant with His Creation," in Dean 0 .  Wenthe, Paul 
L. Schrieber, and Lee A. Maxwell, eds., 'Hem the Word of Yahweh'? Essgs on Sqbture and 
Archaeohgy in Honor ofHorm D. Humel  (St. Louis: Concordia, 2002), 188. 
Io3Cf., e.g., Isa 60:19-20; Dan 2:22; Acts 226-1 1; 1 John 1:5,7; and Rev 21:23; 225. 
'04Notice how Luke also describes the overall scene in terms of the disciples seeing 
Jesus' glory (9:32: d6ov sjv 66tav aitro6). 
contains another fmely detailed vision of the throne of God. But it might be 
misleading to simply look in 1 En. 14 for rainbow-imagery. I Enoch 14:21-22 
states: "And no angel was able to enter this house, or to look on his face, by 
reason of its splendour and glory; and no flesh was able to look on him. A 
blazing fire encircled him, and a great fire stood in front of hirn."'05 What 
surrounds the One on the throne is a blazing he-not a rainbow-hke radiance. 
One can see, however, how this blazing fire in 1 Enocb could be 
understood to be iridescent or rainbow-like in appearance. In 1 En. 71:2, part 
of the Simidtt/de.f ofEnocb, the seer sees "two streams of fire, and the fight of that 
fire shone Eke hyacinth."Io6 The color "hyacinth" in Ethiopic isy&fknet, and this 
term translates the Greek bd~iveo~, itself a term we have already seen and one 
that typically rran~lates'~' the Hebrew nhn (generally, blueish- or violet- 
colored purple,108 but spanning heliotrope to green as well1? in the 0T.l'' 
Thus, in 1 Enoch, the fire the seer sees looks like a shade of purple."' 
All of this suggests that the "fire" that one runs across several times as 
surrounding or associated with the divine throne may well have been viewed or 
interpreted, at times, in terms of many colors-thus like the rainb~w."~ This 
makes sense from a phenomenological standpoint, since fire h8.r appear at times 
'Oqext quoted from Black, Book ofEnoch, 33. 
'ObText quoted from ibid., 67. 
'''Black (ibid., 251, n. 2) associates h & ~ l v e o ~  with the term YDO ("lapis lazuli") in 
Ezek 28:13. 
'OgAthalya Brenner, Colour Tern in the Old Testament, JSOTSup 21 (Sheffield: JSOT 
Press, 1982), 148. 
"OCf. Exod 25:4; 26:1, 31, 36; 27:16; 28: 5, 8, 15, 33, 37; Ezek 23:6; 27:7, 24; etc. 
Note, however, that LSJ states that ~ ~ K L V Q O S  is a blue color (s.v. "ixi~lveos"). 
"'In the NT, i h ~ ~ v e o ~  occurs only in Rev 21:20, where it is a name of one of the 
precious or semiprecious foundation stones of the New Jerusalem. It is typically 
translated as "jacinth" (cf. NASB, NIV, NRSV), but the NJB is one that translates it as 
"sapphire." The related word ~ K ~ V ~ L V O G  is found in the NT only in Rev 9:17 and 
describes a color ranging from dark blue to dark red that is associated with fue and 
brimstone (cf. in the OT Exod 255; 26:4,14; 28:31; 35:7,23; 3629,28 WT 39:22,31]; 
etc.). There John refers to fue and brimstone again almost immediately (9:17; 9: 18), but 
he associates the latter references with smoke instead of hyacinth. 
l12Cf. also the Apoc. Ab. 18:13: "And above the wheels was the throne which I had 
seen. And it was covered with fue and the fue encircled it round about, and an 
indescribable light surrounded the fiery crowd" (trans. Rubinkiewicz, "Apocalypse of 
Abraham," in Old Testament Pseuaipgtapha, 1 :698). Christopher Rowland states that this 
text reflects Ezek 1:27b in its description of the fire and the surrounding brightness 
("The Influence of the First Chapter of Ezekiel on Jewish and Early Christian 
Literature," Ph.D. dissertation, Christ's College Cambridge, 1974,46). Consequently, it 
appears the author of the Apoca@se ofAbraham felt free to describe the Ezekielic 
rainbow-like radiance as frre. 
to have flames of purple, blue, violet, red, yellow, green, and/or orange.'13 
It is possible to trace a trajectory of interpretation of Ezek 1 that implicitly 
or explicitly relates the iridescence of the rainbow with the glowing, 
multicolored nature of fire. First, it is at this point that we can pick up the 
second occurrence of ;r$ in Ezekiel, found in 1:13, that we have delayed 
exploring until now. There Ezekiel describes the fire that exists w i t h  the living 
creatures: "In the middle of the living creatures there was something that 
looked like burning coals of fire, like torches moving to and fro among the 
living creatures; the fire was bright [wet nag, and lightning issued from the 
fire." Daniel I. Block sees the comparison of the ma to the rainbow in 1:28 as 
suggesting that this particular term describes "polychromatic splendor" not 
only in 1:28, but "throughout this account"-that is, throughout Ezek l.l14 
Block's conclusion would confirm the iridescent nature of 1:4, as we have 
already seen. But it also points to the iridescent nature of the n ~ j  in 1:13 as well, 
and Block, in fact, describes the flames there as displaying a "mesmerizing 
variation in color."115 Thus, while the rainbow-like iridescence shows up 
explicitly at 1:27-28, it also shows up implicitly at 1:4 and 1:13.116 
Second, 4QBerakhot (44286-290) is another liturgcal text found at 
Qumran that draws its inspiration and language from Leviticus, Deuteronomy, 
the Communi~ Rub (IQS), and the Damazcus Document (CD), while sharing a 
smdar approach to exegeting Ezek 1 as the Songs oftbe Sabbath Sam$ce and 
showing similarities to parts of Re~e1ation.l'~ In 4QBerb ii 1-3, the broken text 
describes the heavenly temple via a merkabab vision:'I8 
l130ne interpretation of the fabrication of the tabernacle menorah was that it took 
place by a miracle: God took white, red, green, and black fire and fashioned the 
candlestick (see Louis Ginzberg, The Legendr of the Jews, trans. by Paul Radin 
[Philadelphia: JPS, 1947],3:219, referring to Tanb. B. III,28-29 [ed. Buber; Wilna, 18851). 
"4Block, The Book ofEpkiek Chqters 1-24,105. Here "polychromatic splendor" 
would better approximate the gleaming or glistening nature of iridescence than a less 
complex and more subdued "polychromatism." 
l151bid. 
'16Cf. Brownlee, who observes the use of 33 in reference to the dawn in Isa 60:3 and 
concludes that the fire was "many hued" (Exeke1 1 - 19,12). Prov 4: 18 also describes dawn 
in terms of the nJj: "But the path of the righteous is like the light of dawn i i ~ ? ] ,  
which shines brighter and brighter until full day." See also Isa 45, which describes the 
"brightness of a flaming £ire [we n!jl]" (NASB). 
Cf. the late Jewish mystical interpretation of Ezek 1 found in Hekbaht Zutarti("The 
Lesser [Book ofcelestial] Palaces"), $353 in Schafer's Hekbahtsynopsis, where the living 
creatures are described as having an appearance "like the appearance of the rainbow in 
the cloud" (quoted from Halperin, Faces, 388). This is intriguing in light of the fact that 
the fire in the midst of the living creatures in 1:13 is described in terms of the nlj that 
one also finds in 1:28 in comparison with the rainbow. 
"'Daviia, Liturgical Works, 43-47. 
l18Merkabah material derives from the OT: "The merkabah appears to play the role 
Lime 1 ] their [ ] and [ m]h their engraved forms [ 
Ltne 2 ] their [ ] their splendid ~[trluctures [
Line 3 [walls ofl their glorious Fallls, their wondrous doors [ 
Immediately following these lines is the 
Line 4 ] their. [ 1, angels of frre and spirits of cloud . [ 
Line 5 brilghtness of the brocaded spirits of the holiest ho[lmess 
The author of the critical text, Bilhah Nitzan, suggests that the carved forms in 
lines 1 to 3 may be the angels in line 4 and the spirits in line 5.120 And then she 
remarks: "It thus seems that the images carved in the heavenly temple are of 
classes of angels which create the impression of the 'brightness' of the 
'mingled/brocaded colors'. . . , referring to the flamed [q and lightning 
surrounding of the heavenly throne and the appearance of God known from 
Ezekiel 1:4,27-28; 8:2; 10:3-4; Psalm 97:2-3; 104:4; Daniel 7:9-10, and I Enoch 
14:17-22."121 Though Nitzan does not state it, Ezek 1:27-28 contains the 
bright, iridescent imagery we have been exploring. Thus she implicitly 
hypothesizes that the multicolored, physicalimages in the heavenly temple were 
understood by the author of this text to provide the basis for the brightness of 
the rainbow imagery that Ezekiel saw. Thus here she associates the "angels of 
fee" with the iridescence similar to a rainbow. 
Third, the Hekbabtcorpus also provides edghtenment in regard to the visual 
relation of the rainbow to fire. Despite this literature's late date in relation to 
Ezekiel, it is important for its interest in Ezek One Hekhabtinterpretation of 
Ezekiel's vision in chapter 1 attempts to unveil the multicolored, glowing nature 
of fire and compares flames of fire to "all kinds of colors mixed together."123 
Thus one can see why, in another Hekbaht passage, the rainbow is explicitly 
compared to fire: "The crown [of the 'youth1 resembles the rainbow, and the 
of the central 'cult object' of the heavenly temple, recalling the tradition of 1 Chr. 28:18, 
which identifies the central cult object of the Jerusalem temple as the 'chariot of the 
cherubim"' (Carol A. Newsom, "Merkabah Exegesis in the Qumran Sabbath Shirot," 
JJS 38 [1987], 14). In this paper, I follow the custom of spelling the "chariot" as 
"merkabah" rather than "merkavah." 
The text is from the critical edition: Bilhah Nitzan, "Berakhot," in Poetical and 
Liturgical  text^, Pad I, ed. Emanuel Tov, vol. 6, Qumran Cave 4, DJD 1 1 (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1998), 52. I have attempted to replicate the spacing of the text as it is in the 
critical edition. 
"Text from ibid. 
12UNitzan, "4QBerakbot (44286-290)," 643. 
122Davila notes that it also shows a strong relationship to earlier apocalyptic and 
Gnostic works (Liturgical Worh, 43-47). 
123Schafer, 8371a (quoted from Morray-Jones,A Tran~mntlflusion,l76; cf. p. 21 3). 
Morray-Jones notes that the image of mixed colors reminds one of the muiticolored 
temple veils described in Chronicles, Philo, and Josephus (ibid., 213). 
rainbow resembles all the appearance gjin a1 around if."124 
And fourth, other Jewish texts comparing a rainbow to fire can be found 
in the Sb&~ornah, part of the mystical merhbab ("throne") corpus. Ji&r 
Rabbab 36, referred to earlier, states that the body of the celestial being called 
the 'Youth" is like a rainbow (nwp5), "and the rainbow [to which his body is 
similar] would be one which is similar to anything with an image of fire 
surrounding it all around."'25 Here one immediately notices the allusions to 
Ezek 1, as well as the comparison of the rainbow with fire. Jefer Haqqomab 132 
is similar: "His body resembles a bow [nwp5], and the bow is (something) like 
the semblance of fire (forming) a house around it."126 
Granted, the Hekbaht and Sbr'urQomah are much later than Ezekiel, yet 
they provide further interpretive support for what we have already seen 
strongly hinted at in Ezek 1:13, namely, that the fiery flames there were 
understood in iridescent terms similar to the explicit rainbow imagery in 1:27- 
28 and the implicit iridescence in 1:4 and 10:4.1n The term n$ provides the 
linkage between all three texts, and despite the absence of n ~ j  in 43:2, the same 
iridescence undergirds that text because of its explicit Idage to chapter 1. 
In the case of the throne-room visions, such as found in Ezekiel, the 
visionaries grasped at what was familiar to describe what was not farmliar. 
Sometimes they saw a rainbow-ltke radiance, other times a blazing fire:% and at 
124Schafer, $487 (quoted from Halperin, Faces, 539). Here again the fiery flames 
have a glowing, multicolored nature. 
125Text quoted from Cohen, The ShzrurQomah, 41. 
126Text quoted from ibid., 153. Sefer Rae'ei256-257 and Scfer Haqqomab 157 state 
that this Youth's name is "Metatron"; however, cf. Davila, "Melchizedek," 258-261. See 
also Schafer, $398: "His body resembles the rainbow, and the rainbow resembles the 
appearance ofjre all around it pzekiel 1 :27]" (quoted from Halperin, Face$, 405). 
12'Even more, the interpretive comparison of Ezekiel's rainbow to fire is neither 
as late nor as narrowly restricted as might appear at fitst. Recently Robert Blust, in a 
fascinating and wide-ranging study, examined worldwide folkloric characterizations 
associated with the dragon and suggested that the concept of the dragon developed 
from rational and prescientific observations about the rainbow ("The Origin of the 
Dragon," Anfbmpo~ 95 [2000]: 519-536). In his analysis, "the dues are literally 
everywhere," and he concludes that "it is astonishing that the identity of the rainbow 
and the dragon has gone so long unrecognized" (ibid., 534). From this perspective, 
stories of fire-breathing dragons reveal another intermingling of iridescent imagery 
deriving from rainbow and fire phenomena. While Blust shows from the standpoint of 
folklore how dragons who breathe fire are related to the meteorological phenomena of 
the rainbow, he does not explicitly make the comparison between the rainbow and £ire 
(ibid., 531 -532). 
lZ8Did the gold, blue, purple, and scarlet colors that adorned the hgh priest's 
garments and the tabernacle veils suggest the blazing fires of heaven (or vice versa)? For 
instance, the inner veil prevented access to the Most Holy Place, while in I En. 1421-22 
the blazing fire prevented access to the One on the throne. Cf. Meredith G. Kline, who 
indicates that such bright reds, blues, and gold colors gave a fiery effect: "Artist [silj could 
other times simply a brilliant light.129 In other words, and with particular regard to 
thls study, the rainbow-like radiance was one of several ways in which visionaries 
described the brilliant-and variegated-light of the heavenly throne room. 
Conclusion 
Iridescent imagery is both explicit and implicit in Ezekiel. One fmds explicit 
imagery only once, in reference to the rainbow around the throne (1 :27-28). But 
it also appears implicitly in the description of the radiance elsewhere (cf. 1:4, 
10:3-4, and included in 43:2). The question of whether iridescent imagery 
stands behind the LXX (and Peshtta?) text of Ezek 9, whde intriguing and 
possible, is conjectural and cannot be compellingly demonstrated. The absence 
of explicit or implicit iridescent imagery in reference to descriptions of the 
throne room of God indxates nothing more than that the rainbow was but one 
of the several ways in which the visionaries saw and/or described the brilhant 
radiance that surrounded God. Moreover, references to fire in heaven or in the 
heavenly temple13' could well be more or less equivalent to the rainbow imagery 
scarcely do more with an earthly palette in a cold medium to produce the effect of fiery 
hght" (Images ofthe S$i@ Baker Biblical Monograph [Grand Rapids: Baker, 1980],43). 
129See Kline's comprehensive summary of biblical hght imagery in ibid., 18. Kline 
implicitly ties the "beauty" aspect of the rainbow with the appearance of the htgh priest's 
garments (ibid., 42-43), which were designed for "glory and for beauty [nlypnt? ~ i q ? ] "  
(Exod 28:2, NASB). 
Cf. the substitution of the rainbow-like radiance by "hght" in Logion 83 of the 
Goqel ofThomac "Jesus said, T h e  images are manifest to man, but the hght in them 
remains concealed in the image of the light of the Father. It [the light] wiU become 
manifest, but his [the Father's] image will remain concealed by his hght" (trans. April D. 
De Conick, Seek to See Him: Ascent and Vi~ion Mysticism in the Go~pelofThomas [VCSup 33; 
Leiden: B d ,  1996],101). Quoting Ezek 1:27, De Conick states that "the Glory, God's 
'body' or 'image', was believed to be surrounded by radiant hght, and when the mystic 
looked at God, he saw this light-man seated on the Throne" (ibid., 102; De Conick does 
not refer to the image of the rainbow, however, but only to the "brightness around 
him"). The concealment of the Father's image in the Go.peloflbomas means that "God's 
image is concealed by the light radiating around God. This must be grounded in the 
early idea that God's form was enshrouded with light" (ibid., 103; cf. also 105). De 
Conick believes this tradition goes back to 1 En. 1422-23, where God's form remains 
hidden behind his light-i.e., the flaming f ~ e  (ibid., 104). 
Cf. also the "cloud of ltght" in Gnostic works. For example, in Ap. John 10:lO-19, 
Sophia creates a being whom she surrounds in a "cloud of hght." Rowland af£irms that 
this reference is, in general, similar to Ezek 1:4 ("Influence of Ezekiel," 81). But I have 
demonstrated above that Ezek 1:4 refers to the .rme rainbow-like radiance as 1 :27b. See 
also the parallel between this and the passage in Orig. WorU 106:l-6, in which one finds 
the throne of Jesus within the hght of a great cloud (cf. ibid., 85). References to these 
two Gnostic works are taken from James M. Robinson, ed., The Nag &#m?ad L i b r q  
in Enghsh, 3d rev. ed. (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1990). 
lmSee, e.g., Dan 7:g-ll. 
of Ezekiel, since fire could be understood in terms of bright, shifting colors as 
well (e.g., Ezek 1:13). Focusing on explicit iridescent imagery in contrast or 
distinction to other light imagery (e.g., fire imagery), however, makes one 
unable to adequately explain the apparent paucity of such iridescent imagery in 
both the OT and the NT. 
Iridescent imagery in Ezekiel had a checkered history among interpreters. 
Notice David J. Halperin's careful observation: "Ezekiel 1 :26-28 compares God 
both to a human being and to a rainbow. The first comparison, as far as we can 
tell, &d not seriously dsturb the rabbis. The second did."I3l AS he further 
notes, God's "rainbow-like glory excited some of them and disturbed 
others."I3* One who was apparently not disturbed by Ezekiel's dazzling, 
iridescent imagery, as we have briefly seen, was the NT prophet John. He is the 
on4 NT author to explicitly refer to the rainbow (Rev 4:3; 10:1), but a f d e r  
exploration of his explicit and implicit use of Ezekiel's iridescent 
imagery-whether resplendent in all of its glorious colors or shimmering 
beneath the surface of his text-is a topic for another time. 
13'Halperin, Faces, 250. 
1321bid. 
